
PILLOWCASE DIRECTIONS  

Step 1: Cut Out Fabric Pieces 

From Main Fabric, (pillow case body) cut 1 piece that is 27” x WOF 
(WOF = width of fabric) 

From Cuff,  (coordinating fabric) cut 1 piece that is 9” X  WOF 

From Trim Fabric (Flange), cut 1 piece that is 2” X  WOF 

Step 2: Assembling the Pieces 

Lay the Cuff out flat with the right side facing up. 
Place the main fabric on top of cuff, right side up, matching edges. 
With wrong sides together, fold the Trim (Flange) piece in half 
lengthwise and press. Place folded flange on top of main fabric. 
Pin all layers together. 

Step 3: Why It’s Called a Burrito 

Starting at the bottom of the Pillowcase Body, begin rolling the 
fabric towards the top edge. Continue to roll up the Pillowcase 
Body until it is a few inches from the top edge.    

Take the bottom edge of the Cuff fabric and wrap it over the rolled 
up Pillowcase Fabric. See how the Cuff wraps over the Pillowcase 
Body, like a burrito. 

Pin through all layers of fabric. Using a 3/8” seam allowance, sew 
along the raw edge. Fold back the Cuff and carefully pull out the 
Pillowcase Body. 



Step 4: Side and Bottom Seams 

You can use a French seam, double seam or a serger for the side 
and bottom seams  

Fold right sides of the  Pillowcase together, matching up the Cuff 
and Flange fabrics on the seam line.  Pin around the raw edges on 
the side and bottom of the Pillowcase and stitch. Turn right side  
out and press. 

For a helpful video:   

Missouri Star Video Easy Tube Pillow Case Tutorial 
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